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About This Game
Your visit to the theme park was over much too quickly?
Imagine what it would be like if you could re-live some of your adventures anytime and anywhere – directly in 360° virtual
reality (VR)!
Welcome to the Coastiality app! Discover a virtual world which is already being offered in theme parks worldwide. Ride your
favourite rollercoaster again or re-live exciting events as often as you wish – in 360° and virtual reality (VR). The exciting
recordings make it seem as if you were actually at the centre of the action.
With the Coastiality app, you always have the theme park with you – wherever you are!
The Coastiality app and all of its 360° videos can be experienced completely in virtual reality (VR).
So what are you waiting for? Experience the unique theme park feeling in virtual reality (VR) and 360° – with Coastiality!
The Coastiality app contains videos that may trigger phobias. These experiences include horror houses, scary clowns and
zombies.
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Title: Coastiality
Genre: Action, Simulation
Developer:
MackMediaGames
Publisher:
MackMediaGames
Release Date: 14 May, 2018
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7 SP1 64
Processor: Intel-i5 4590
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: GTX-970 / AMD Radeon R9 290
DirectX: Version 11
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 130 MB available space

English,French,German,Korean,Ukrainian
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It's a shame when a game comes out that's 100% your aesthetic but does everything wrong. First off, you can't customize your
controls. Yeah, that may or may not be a dealbreaker from some but it's just the tip of the iceburg when you get deeper into the
game.
You start off with a few spells and quickly realize how underpowered you are after the first two or three real fights. You might
start thinking "Okay, so I'll get stronger after I level up or get some more spells, right?" Joke's on you. The game gets
significantly harder with artificial difficulty and you get stuck running from overpowered and overly aggresive enemies that
could really use some hit stun at the very least. All the while, the real enemy is the controls.
If you somehow manage to soldier on, you get treated to a very specific stretch of battles that completely test your nerves and
sanity. These fights would probably be easier if you could remap your keys... but nope, you got to play the way the developers
wanted. Or until they honor their "promise" of adding customization. But it's been over a year. I used to check every once in a
while to see if they delivered. Going on over a year, it's pretty obvious this game has all been abandoned.
Lesson learned, Beutifun will never get another dollar from me.. Ok, there are many reasons to write a positive review for this
little indie relaxing game, the first of all is that the very first achievement, named "support an indie", has a completion ratio of
8% as I am writing. And this is completely crazy, since it unlocks only by opening the game, without even pushing the start
button.. so that means that no one played this basically!
And being a very pleasant and relaxing game, I think it deserves not only a positive review but also some visibility and many
players :)
The graphics in my opinion are awesome (unfortunately the menu doesn't allow you to change quality or anything but the sound,
so you can choose only between full screen and a windowed mode in a fixed resolution), super relaxing and in line with this kind
of game, set in a starry night.
Your main objective will be to collect the falling stars with a bucket, which will eventually fill up and you'll be able to unload it
by going on the left or right side of the screen - you can do this even if it's not full.
The WASD controls are smooth and nice and that contributes to the soothing nature of the game, paired with the very pleasant
music and graphics, as I said. Very cartoonish and dreamy :)
Plus, you'll earn in-game money that will let you buy new buckets (they're called baskets in-game, but thank God it's only
available in English so no crappy unplayable Italian translations by default even in the game hub page XD), and of course the
game will be filled with other contents!
The money you'll earn by catching stars has lots of in-game uses: you'll be able to buy a bucket capable of holding many more
stars, and the enter key will allow you to use the bonus you'll have obtained, so that you will be able to slow down the falling
stars, to be faster with your own collecting basket, to eliminate the wind (which can of course change a little bit the mechanics
of the game) and, lastly, to have less falling ice.
As I said, from the sky you'll have other things falling and the ice shards have to be avoided at all costs!
Plus, I enjoyed a lot the addition of a wind system - you'll see on the upper right side of the screen where and how the wind will
blow, thus affecting speed and everything on the screen. And you'll also have to collect power ups falling from time to time
from the sky too! And avoid the bad ones, since if you collect them you'll have to deal for some seconds of "more ice" or "slow
bucket" downgrades ;)
For 1\u20ac as a full price, it's a must have if you're into casual relaxing games and well, it's perfect to play with your keyboard
only so it's not a crappy mobile port as we often see here.
I saw already many beautiful, lengthier and way better written than mine reviews so I won't go into other aspects, although I
covered the most of them.
The basics of the game are all here and it can be a little bit boring just if you really want to play it for every single achievement
and buyable object, but this isn't a thing worth to consider in my view here.
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Just keep in mind that it's not a "5-minutes" game (on Kongregate we have that hashtag xD), every session can take Idk, maybe
twenty minutes, and it's increasingly difficult so you'll have to buy upgrades and well, I think this goes on to the replayability
value of this game - it's best played in multiple sessions (everything's of course auto-saved) so that you don't get bored playing it
for an entire day.
Oh, by the way it can also be played with a controller, it fully supports the XBOX one for instance but to me it's perfect on
WASD keys, you'll need only the movement ones and enter (or A with the controller) in order to activate the bonuses, and if
you're a right-handed who plays with the left hand like me trust me, it's perfect and not damaging at all :)
Considered its price and the value of this indie-developed Unity game, it's super relaxing but also gets challenging if you go on
with the levels, it also has trading cards so if you've already got it into your library or if you don't have it in your wishlist well,
buy it or simply play it and it's really worth the time :). I love the way you can draw anything you wish, to solve the puzzles. I
usually try to come up with the most complex machine I can think of. I Love it!. Cool game, just wish it had more levels.. It's
asteroids... if it's a dollar it isn't bad, but I've played plenty of free flash games with more depth.. A solid shooter that had my
attention, seeing it was developed by the team that made Medal of Honor Allied Assault, one of my favorite games and arguably
the best medal of honor game. Vietnam games are not common, as the war itself was not popular among the public, but any
game that attempts to depict that war get my attention. Seeing that every shooter made is eitehr WW2 or modern fictional, it
would be nice for a setting not commonly seen.
Production values, for a dated game, are not terrible. The water and fire effects were the most appealing, the downside being
character models up close and the hilarious overly animated character during cutscenes. Not sure what happened there. Sound
effects are solid and punch, with a decent musical score and decent implementation of vietnam era songs. However, the repeated
battle chatter from enemy and friendlies got annoying.
The gameplay plays like standard military shooter affair. Follow orders from unkillable NPC, kill enemies, blow♥♥♥♥♥♥up.
No regenerating health in this game, and you can die easily, so leaning from cover and scavenging dead bodies for canteens are a
must. On missions you have allies, but more often then not they are knocked out or running all over the map, making them
useless. I don't recall a single ally killing an enemy. The enemies are accurate with fire, but they also have pathfinding and script
issues. Enemy variety doesn't change, enemies just get ridiculously and wildly accurate near the end of the game. Infact, i
enjoyed this game and its steep learning curve until the second half of the game.
There are moments where gunfire from literally the treeline will kill you, ESPECIALLY IF YOU MOVE TO A CERTAIN
AREA OF THE MISSION. This game is tough, but then it gets unfair. Enemies spawn all around you (Yes, sometimes even
behind you), grenade indicator might as well be gone, and somehow enemies can spray you down from great distances. At some
points, i would try flanking or moving to a better position, just have my health reduced by invisible enemies from treelines.
Yeah, war is not fair, but this is a video game. And if you are punishing a player for being smart and trying to flank or move to
advantageous position, then F*** your game. This is why i hate military shooters. They are boring, linear scripted movies that
punishes the player for trying to creative or intelligent, instead forcing players into one play style and one way to complete the
game.. Meh, could have been a pretty fun game but the job system is broken and quite frankly don’t have the patience to find all
the other problems with the game.. Not creative enough as I expected.
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Hidden & Dangerous 2 meets Hitman. Love it!. A short puzzle game, that makes you scratch your head. You might encounter a
bug or two, but the game is short enough that you can just restart. I've had rather positive experience with it,. I liked it. It was a
good mix of puzzles, and the story was enjoyable enough. Perfect for when you are looking for something to pass the time. It
reminded me of the puzzle compendium books I used to enjoy as a kid.
My only complaint was I'm pretty sure that the dice puzzle in the Egyptian level is wrong. It can't be made to look like that. If
you have the green knife and the eye lined up, then the seated man is in the wrong place.. cant complain about somthin thats
free. Oddly enough, this game was included in a bundle after it had been dead for years.
There are only two dedicated servers that I can see in the list, and both are empty. I guess it would be fun if you could get a
group together to play, but with so many newer games out there that still actually have a playerbase, it seems like it would be
more trouble than it's worth.. Very interesting game! Very very very ВЕРИ very!. Here's my run down of this game
Has a similar idea to CoD Zombies for VR and does an okay job doing so (Note that I said okay and not great).
The game would probably be better with friends than going solo, but this game still needs a lot of work before it can claim to be
just like CoD Zombies and L4D.
Pros:
- Killings hordes of zombies with the aspect of finishers that you can come up with
- sense of survival when surrounded by hordes of zombies
- If you are a fan of CoD Zombies then you will find some similar aspects
- A lot more fun with friends (Gameplay can drag out without friends)
- Zombies can stumble, twitch and add immersion to game
Cons:
- Certain maps are bugged and you can fall through them, ending your (Good or Bad) game.
- Gorilla Round (Knock off of Dogs from CoD Zombies) are just slow zombies that can take a lot of shots and basically give
you a free max ammo without the challenge
- Game offers little with customization for controllers (i.e. using the controller to move your vision if base stations with Vive or
tracking errors with Oculous go wrong)
-Confusing controller binding that take a while to get used to.
- Rinse and repeat gameplay that happens to get a little harder as the game goes on (Its like CoD Zombies, but it seems way to
washed down
- You can't kill thigns with Melee weapons, making them worthless (Only thing they can do, is push them around, buying you
little time).
- Only 2.5 hours of true solo content before it gets boring.
Overall this game still needs a lot of work and can still shine where it's given
I give this game a 5/10 because it has its moments but is overshadowed with bugs, simple mechanics, and lack luster in content.
TLDR: Game is okay, but not worth the money it's worth now. Wait for a sale if it comes...
. some♥♥♥♥♥. Its funny but you need a lot of patience if you wanna play this game
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